
Short Term Rental Owner

Benson Ho & Nicholas Lee

160 4th St W, Owen Sound


Dear Mayor, Members of council and city staff,


I hope my letter finds you well. First and foremost, I would like to say I 100% support a 
licensing regime for short term rentals. However, I would like to present to staff my data that I 
have collected from the last year of renting my home in Owen Sound. I filled out the survey that 
staff launched last month. An obvious error with that, is that the same person can fill out that 
survey 500 times without even having to put in their name or address. 


I myself have asked every guest who booked our home to fill out a quick survey with 6 
questions. I would like to present that data here. I do not believe any of the results can be seen 
as a surprise


I would also like to share some quick facts. 

- Since moving to Owen Sound since May of 2022, I have rented my home 57 times for a total 

of 141 nights

- Those 57 bookings account for 618 guest

- The shortest rental was 2 days and the longest was 3 weeks

- Of the 57 bookings, I got feedback from 44 of them (23 of them agreed to share their contact 

info should someone from the town want to reach out directly). 

- We have never gotten any infarctions from police or from the town

- bylaw enforcement has only came by once since a pool gate was left open (which is now 

locked)


Question 1:  

*You can see the various reasons that people chose to book our home and it is predominantly for Family gatherings. 
I would like to also note that we don’t rent our home to anyone under 25 to avoid obvious disruptive parties that is 
more common with younger people*




Question 2: 

*Almost 80% of our guest have never been to Owen Sound prior to their stay at our home*


Question 3: 

*Virtually everyone that came through our home and though this town, had a good experience and would come 
again*




Question 4: 

*This was a fairly diverse answer. Over 90% of people spent over $500 within town and over 25% spent over $2000 
during their short stays* 


Question 5: 

*Almost 80% of respondents who came through our home would not stay in accommodations that were not “home-
like” STRs. 




Question 6: 




*shared a few of the answers we received. But the general tread was that all these people who were coming to 
Owen Sound, were initially attracted by our property*


There are numerous benefits of STRs that I encourage council to look at. I would just like to 
briefly mention two.


1, Financial impact of STRs in Owen Sound 
  
I think its important to go over some financial benefits that STRs can bring. As I stated before I 
support a fair licensing regime that allows good and proactive host to continue to rent out their 
home while removing host that flaunt bylaws and allow disruptive rentals to go on. 


I also support the 4% MAT that comes with licensing. Based on the last 365 days I can 
estimate that our home alone would bring in between $3000-$4000 in tax. Of the other 75-115 
STRs in Owen Sound we are likely on the upper end of what the MAT would be given the value 
and size of our home. However you can see the total MAT would easily be in the hundreds of 
thousands of dollars. 


The much larger financial impact we should be considering can be seen from question 4 of our 
survey. Guest are often driving from hours away to come to our home. A majority of which are 
spending thousands of dollars within the town that supports the local businesses and 
economy. This can easily be estimate in the millions of dollars. 


Additionally, we provide numerous locals with income (Cleaners, maintenance staff, property 
managers, lawn/pool care, catering, local tour guides, etcetera) 




2. Tourism impact of STRs in Owen Sound 

I don’t think much needs to be said of the fact that Owen Sound has struggled with bringing in 
new residents and tourism to town. STRs like ours have completely changed that. It is common 
sense that families with kids would not drive hours to see what Owen Sound has to offer, while 
staying in local hotels or motels. It is simply not practical or appealing. Guest would much 
rather come to the town while staying in a place that feels like home


We alone have Brought over 600 guest to the town and almost 80% have never been here 
before, yet almost 100% would return. There are only 2 cities in Ontario that do not permit 
STRs in residential areas. One of those is the town of blue mountain. The town of blue 
mountain has an entire village of accommodations and tourist zones that allows families to 
gather. That cannot be compared to Owen Sound


 


Lastly: How other cities are tackling STRs 

Im sure staff will also be doing their own research into how local towns and municipalities 
approach short term rentals. I would like to provide a quick overview 


You can see here, that almost every nearby town and communities permits short term rentals. 
They have a common sense approach to max occupancy, zoning, and licensing. 


I also gathered data on every major city in central Ontario. The data is also obvious in regards 
to the direction they chose 




Thank you for taking the time to consider my letter. I hope council takes a fair and balance 
approach to STRs. As per staff report “in the last two years, By-law Enforcement has 
responded to 12 complaints at four different properties that relate to STRs. Of the 12 
complaints, seven were not found to be a violation”


This statement alone is a clear indicator that STRs are not a major problem in this town and 
there is no reason we cannot continue to allow them moving forward


Please reach out if there is any other information I can provide. Below is some publicly 
displayed info


Benson Ho & Nicholas Lee

289 233 1277

1604thst@gmail.com


